Writing with a Social
Consciousness

“Every writer, especially every novelist,
has a ‘message’, whether he admits it or not,
and the minutest details of his work
are influenced by it.”

Bringing purpose to the page

“Avoid expressing your personal views about
politics, religion, and other controversial
issues in your fiction.”
– Too Many Writing Professors

– George Orwell

What you write is already a product
of what you believe.
You don’t have to force it.
But neither should you bury it.

What is “Social Consciousness?”
“Frost said it all goes bad
when it gets too bookish.
Writing ought to smell of blood and sweat,
not other books.”
– Harry Crews

Not just Marxist shared
awareness of social problems
Awareness of our inner selves
intersecting with the world
Curiosity and empathy
Desire to make a difference
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Social Consciousness Humanizes Big Issues

It Alerts Us to the Unseen

It Opens Up Experiences of Others

A Writer’s Awareness Starts with Seeing
In art the facts are not statistical;
the facts are perceptions,
observations, insights,
revelations of certain aspects of
those mysteries of life
which surround us on every side
and which exist even in our own
consciousness.
– James T. Farrell
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Politics, religion, and other controversial issues

You’re a writer and
politics, religion, and other controversial issues
are the blood and sweat of life.
Your personal views are essential
to how you see the world.
The question is not whether
to include your beliefs
but how.

Observation

Why Social Consciousness Matters in Writing
Writers write because
they can’t not write.
You can only create
if you can care.

Gets you out of your own head
Informs and enriches your story-telling
Taps shared values, experiences, concerns
Helps define (and find) your audience

Exercise
Hint:

What purpose
drives your writing?

Your purpose is not
to be published,
to be recognized
or to make a living.

What would you still write
even if you knew
you would never be paid?

Your Purpose as a Writer
•
•
•
•
•

It’s already in you
Hardly anyone has what you have but it goes beyond you
It’s taken time to find and will take more to master
It’s not simple to explain
It connects your life to others and to everything you do

Interview With the Author
•
•
•
•

What most needs repair in this world?
What’s your particular contribution/experience/insight?
How does this knowledge move you?
Do you write on behalf of a particular group or cause?
• Family, Nation, Polar Bears, Self

What’s the idea, consequence or response
that necessarily arises
from your relationship with the world?

Identifying Your Purpose
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What’s wrong with the world?
What should we remember when all seems lost?
What injustice do we overlook?
What trend should cause us alarm?
Where may we find inspiration?
What is our highest responsibility?
What makes it okay for us to die and leave this world?
If we do one thing noble in our lives, what would that be?

• Who specifically are you trying to reach?
• Sinners, Choir, Bystanders, Policymakers

• If I could inspire readers to do one thing differently, what will it be?

My Purpose:
Reducing tensions between
individuality and community.

•Purpose
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Why Purpose Matters
Deepens what you have to say

•Purpose

Contributes to the world

The 10 Awful Truths about Book Publishing
Steven Piersanti, President, Berrett-Koehler Publishers

Fulfills your reason for being
Fuels necessary persistence

1. The number of books being
published every year has exploded.

2. But book industry sales are stagnant.
3. And despite the growth of e-book sales,
overall book sales are still shrinking.

4. Average book sales are shockingly small—
and falling fast.

5. A book has far less than a 1% chance of
being stocked in an average bookstore.
6. And book sales will keep getting harder.

7. Most books today are selling only to the
authors’ and publishers’ communities.

9. No other industry has so many
new product introductions.

8. And most book marketing today is done
by authors, not by publishers.

10. The book publishing world is
in a never-ending state of turmoil.

My 2016 Published Output

3 years
XXXX hours

5 months
137 hours

My 2016 Income

Once a week
100 hours

Every writer, especially every novelist,
has a ‘message’, whether he admits it or not,
and the minutest details of his work
are influenced by it.
–George Orwell
– Steven Pressfield

– $1,000

Opinion

Effective Opinion Writing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be timely & topical. Why is this relevant now?
Be qualified. Experience, credentials or relationship to the issue
Be original. What’s new, different or overlooked in the debate?
Be relevant. Local, regional or readership special interest
Be opinionated.
Be brief.

Structure
1. Strong lede: What’s this all about?
2. Strongly state your position
3. State best opposing position fairly
4. Present your best argument, knocking down other side
5. Suggest action or summary conclusion

Letter in Response
A recent glowing report on the new Pinnacles National Park
suggested similar economic results might be bestowed on us.
Pinnacles became a national park in January 2013, and
according to local boosters in nearby Soledad, California,
visitation is up 30% from its monument days. Local sales tax
revenues are up 20%*—even better than the 11% figure the
same source gave a California reporter at the end of June!
At first I thought, maybe it’s true. A first year jump in
attendance wouldn’t be unheard of, and it’s not hard to show a
big percentage increase in a small economy. (Soledad, after all,
has only one motel and a population of about 26,000, 40% of
whom are incarcerated.)
*The City raised its sales tax rate by 20% at the end of 2012.

But just to make sure, I checked the annual and monthly
visitation data reported by the National Park Service for every
park and monument in the country.
It’s true attendance went up at Pinnacles in 2013 over 2012,
although only by 6%. But 2013 was lower than in 2011 or 2010.
One would have to go further back in history to come up with a
30% increase.
Okay, maybe they meant so far in 2014. Nope. According to
NPS numbers, each month has been well below the same month
last year. At this rate, it’s likely 2014 will fall back to 2012
levels, a pattern seen in other monument-to-park conversions.

Homework Exercise
Writing with themes

Theme: Universal underlying concept
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examples of Themes

Provide a big-picture, non-linear way to think about your story
Present implications without taking sides
Often drawn from philosophy, politics or moral teaching
Evoke reader’s own responses, help see complexity
Connect related scenes and suggest symbols
Demand no perfect resolution

•
•
•
•
•

Abstraction: Justice, Revenge, Religious belief, American identity
Journey: Loss of innocence, Quest for enlightenment
Assertion: We see the world as we are, Home is a state of mind
Question: Will earth survive man? Are we equal to our worst mistake?
Opposition: Science vs. Faith, Haves vs. Have nots

Carrying Theme Forward
Facing our mortality

Purpose
Reducing tensions
between individuals & groups
Primary Theme
Facing mortality in uncaring world

Religion

Subthemes
Loss

Relationships

As strength
As inspiration
As irrelevant
As cover for desires

Dying rural way of life
Losing loved ones
Powerlessness
Random universe

Ongoing power of love
Truly seeing others
Community support
Connections to the land

Themes Unify
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Character

Scene

As strength

Inetta’s faith

Buying urn for ashes

As inspiration

Helen’s inner Joan of Arc

Church shopping

As irrelevant

Len’s stoic denial

Dry-running his suicide

As cover for desires

Zeb’s prosperity gospel

“Believing” for a washer

Neulan’s sexual desires

Interview before he flees

Time and Place Evoke Themes
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Characters Embody Themes

Pitfalls

Pitfalls: Agenda-Driven
“All art is propaganda…
On the other hand,
not all propaganda is art.”
– George Orwell

• Ideology starts with the answers and drives
the reader toward them
• Characters are the author’s mouthpieces
• Prose bludgeons more often than enlightens
• Polemic doesn’t propel the story
Fiction doesn’t have to provide answers,
but it better ask good questions.

Collision of Opposites
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complicate the world
Turn your purpose into opposing positions
Who, or what groups, represent each side?
Create justifications and imperatives for each
Compel action and a necessity to win
Trap your hero or heroine in the middle

Pitfalls: Preaching to the Choir
• Reader has nowhere new to go
• Shooting at easy targets
• We know who’s going to win

No sinner reads fiction for a sermon.

Mission Impossible
•
•
•
•
•

Pitfalls: Research Dump
• Mass market filler

Build up the opposition arguments
Let antagonists achieve rising success
We hope and cheer for the underdog
Defeat breaks the heart, lodges in the mind
In failure, purpose is felt all the more

Burn the Boats that Brought You

• Doesn’t appeal emotionally
• Rarely works artistically

“The temptation to explain should almost
always be resisted.”

Pitfalls: Superior Tone
• Talking down to the audience

• Dump what doesn’t advance story or theme

• All about the writer’s sensibility

• Use facts to ground a believable dream

• Most likely to be thrown across the room

• Use details to evoke the whole
• Readers will use them to create own reality

Don’t be so Serious

When told how to think or what to do,
we often choose the opposite.

Pitfalls: The Speech
•
•
•
•

The action stops for pie
Elevated language in long paragraphs
Interrupted only by pie appreciation
Until your deeply held belief is imparted

If you need a speech at the end, you’re not
finished.

Trust Your Worldview
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t limit your belief system to one character
Not what “good guys” say but how they act
Let the skeptic make the speech
What they believe and why
What they trust and don’t

Pitfalls: Letting Characters off the Hook
• Making characters too good
• Too bookish
• Too “you”
• Avoiding suffering or using it to manipulate

We don’t want to make our loved ones suffer.

All great writing
achieves some kind of gusto.
The trick lies in writing
so that the gusto
is in the work itself.
–John Gardner

“Atticus Moment”
•
•
•
•
•
•

A call to accomplish something specific and urgent
Effective exhortations come at critical moments
Directed at someone who needs to hear it
Not preachy or judgmental
Delivered in terms plain or poetic, clear and strong
To bring about a result remembered for all time

“Do the right thing!”
• What’s most needed in your story’s world?
• What’s the most admirable or principled
thing your protagonist could do?
• Make it difficult, even impossible
• Find the moment when your hero changes
for the better
• Work backwards to make it sorely needed

